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THE ELECTRONIC PERIOD IN ESTONIAN PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
 

“Estonia” begins with e, e-state, e-government, e- citizen, e-democracy and many 
other expressions about information society begin with e. This fact, that in the world 
Estonia is very much connected with those expressions, is a great appreciation to 
Estonian innovative doings. Estonia has entered the 21st century as a successful IT 
country. At the time when the whole world is talking about a big split between the 
countries who use IT to faster the development of their countries and those who do not 
pay any attention to their IT development, we know, where we want to belong. In a short 
period of time there have been started many IT projects and programs important to 
Estonia. It is good to admit that also the projects creating electronic information system 
for public libraries and the internetisation of public libraries have a high priority in 
Estonia. 

Internetisation of Public Libraries 

Already in the middle of last decade we could say, that the computer which is not 
connected to internet, is not a computer in today’s society. In the cities and densely 
populated areas the task is easy to fulfil, but as the duty of public libraries is to create the 
same opportunities to everyone and to reduce the inequality between the country and the 
city, it is necessary to install permanent internet connection also in sparsely populated 
areas to guarantee the use of internet to all citizens. For this reason the state in 
cooperation with the local authorities has paid great attention to completing the 
installation of internet connection in public libraries of rural areas. 

As we know the Ministry of Culture started the internetisation of public libraries 
already in the year 2000 and the goal of our project was to equip all public libraries in 
Estonia with permanent internet connection by the end of the year 2002. In the year 2000 
only 57 public libraries had permanent internet connection that was achieved mainly due 
to the financial aid from the Open Estonian Foundation. The central libraries of counties 
and cities already had internet. The cooperation partners to the Ministry of Culture in the 
year 2000 were local authorities and the Estonian Information Centre. The connection 
was mainly established in libraries where it did not demand too much resources- in 
libraries, which where located in the centre of the commune. 98 libraries got the internet 
connection. The project included completing the building of internet as well as necessary 
equipment, computers and printers. In the year 2000 Riigikogu (Parliament) accepted the 
law of Public Information, according to which citizens have free access to public 
information through the internet installed in public libraries. In 2002 the internet 
connection reached ato 46 libraries of Tartu County and the project of 2003 covered 278 
libraries, and almost all of them should have got connected by the time we are having the 
present congress. We can say that all Estonian public libraries have got permanent 
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internet connection, also those public libraries, which are located in rural areas. And all 
computers, which are used by library visitors according to the project, have also been 
equipped with ID card readers. 

The whole project costs about 12 million Estonian kroons and it comes from the 
Estonian state budget. Simultaneously with the project there were also seminars for 
library workers about using internet. Those seminars were organised by the Foundation 
Look at the World (Vaata Maailma). 

There was another project which wasn’t less important – to better the conditions 
of the rooms in public libraries. Local authorities in cooperation with the Ministry of 
Culture have helped to renovate and to modernize more than 200 public libraries in last 5 
years. The precondition of getting internet connection is a very efficient security system 
and the owner of library (local authorities) must quarantee that. 

The information system for the new generation 

On the other hand great attention has been paid to automatisation the essential 
work of libraries. The creation of the automation of Estonian public libraries´ information 
system started already in the year 1995 and almost from the empty place. In Estonia of 
600 public libraries, only 10 had personal computers, but as they lacked the specific 
software they couldn’t be used in library work. There were no internet connection and 
one could count on fingers the library keepers who had computerwork experience. 

By Estonian Librarians` Association there was created a working group which 
started to prepare a project about automatisation of public libraries. This group worked 
out all principles that the information system has but also principles for every single 
module were worked out. The automatisation of public libraries was planned by stages, 
the first was to create the basic environment in public libraries. By the end of the year 
1997 all central libraries had completed their local networks, installed the servers and net 
administration centres, and purchased a lot of software licences and the attention was 
paid also to organizing the seminars for library workers. 

Next years the creation of the information system in small libraries began. By the 
end of the year 2000 there was about 900 computer working places in public libraries and 
about one third of them were for readers. About 200 libraries predominantly used the 
product of Finnish Kirjasto 3000 as their library software. The questions concerning the 
classifying of the booklets (UDK tables in Estonian language) and how to make subject 
index (the Estonian general subject index) had also found solution. The Ministry of 
Culture ordered from ELNET Consortium a special software product elaborating to solve 
the import of bibliographic records. That US-FIN converter allows to download records 
from ELNET Consortium electronic catalogue Ester and to use them . 

Already in 1999 was clear that Kirjasto 3000, working in MS-DOS environment 
does not fulfil todays demands and that it should be replaced by a new product. The 
Akateeminen Tietopalvelu Oy promised to transfer the Kirjasto 3000 software to the 
environment of UNIX, but he did not do that. So our biggest central libraries were in very 
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difficult situation – the central libraries in Tallinn and Tartu have their sections in 
different districts in the city. But as they did not succeed to find a new software, the two 
big central libraries united with the ELNET consortium and now use INNOPAC. 

The precondition that all public libraries could use the new generation library 
software, was the permanent internet connection. A council of automatisation of public 
libraries, was working by the Ministry of Culture. They worked out the principles for new 
generation library software and those were dicussed with representatives from libraries. 
In November 2001 those principles were harmonised with the representatives of OÜ 
Deltmar and OÜ Urania Com because those companies have started to work out the 
software to public libraries. The Delmar software product RIKS is based on client – 
server architecture, the product of Urania URRAM is absolutely a webbased solution. 

In 2001 an agreement of cooperation was signed between the Ministry of Culture, 
the Foundation Look at the World and Urania Com. The goal is to support and to make 
faster the creation of webbased information system. The Ministry of Culture pays for the 
software licences and for the service hosting.  

In the present year there has been the total rooting of the system, but already in 
spring this year this program was used by 9 central libraries of the county and 196 
libraries in smaller villages and townships. For using the program, one does not need 
anything else but a webbrauser and of course the internet connection. Taking care of 
software and the preservation of data is arranged centrally and that allows to save the 
resources essentially. There is no need to install additional client software to the 
computers in working places. All software upgrades will be installed only to the central 
server – only once and in one place. And especially important is this year – launching a 
new system of rewarding Estonian authors for their books borrowed from libraries 
(Public Lending Right) and Authors Reward Foundation which pays salaries to authors 
and gets all the necessary data directly from the central data base. 

The URRAM data base is unitary and that of course reduces labour expenses in 
inserting carring the bibliographic records. The basis for putting together records are the 
records from the electronic catalogue Ester. Once the records have been inserted to data 
base, all libraries add only their own data. An essential very fact characteristic to this 
system is that the reader can get all information about public libraries in real time through 
the compact portal (http://www.lugeja.ee). 

The system is very comfortable for readers too and it allows them to reserve 
books without going to library and also the reader gets a reminder note when he has 
forgotten bringing back the books to the library. The web-based software solution is 
friendly for the user, reliable, laboursaving and also cheaper than any other district or 
local solution. 

In Estonia there are all together 557 public libraries. 
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